Volumetric-modulated arc stereotactic radiotherapy for intramedullary cervical spinal cord metastases: Report of two cases
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ABSTRACT

The treatment results of intensity-modulated stereotactic radiotherapy (IM-SRT) by volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT) for intramedullary cervical spinal cord metastases (IMCSCM) in two cases were presented. Case 1: A 76-year-old woman showed left-sided motor weakness and left arm pain and dysesthesia due to IMCSCM at C [cervical] 6-7 (located a little to the left laterally) with multiple small brain metastases from thyroid carcinoma. Multiple brain metastases were successfully treated by stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS). In addition, IMCSCM was treated by IM-SRT. Case 2: A 48-year-old man presented with asymptomatic IMCSCM at C2 (located a little to the right laterally) after conventional whole brain radiotherapy (WBRT) and multiple sessions of SRS/SRT for multiple brain metastases from lung adenocarcinoma. IMCSCM was treated by IM-SRT. In both cases 39 Gy in 13 fractions [without PTV [planning target volume] margin, D95%=95% dose] was delivered to the IMCSCM (0.3 ml and 0.5 ml in volume respectively) by coplanar 2-full circular arc VMAT. The maximum dose to the tumor was 46.3 Gy in case 1 and 47.1 Gy in case 2. IMCSCM in both cases shrank markedly without adverse effects during the follow-up period of 32 months and 8 months respectively. The symptoms of the extremities in case 1 were subsided completely until the patient’s death at 34 months after SRT from lung metastasis. In case 1 IMCSCM had been thought to be a relatively radioresistant thyroid carcinoma metastasis. In case 2 IMCSCM was near the field of the prior WBRT. However, both tumors were successfully treated without adverse effects by VMAT IM-SRT.
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Case report

INTRODUCTION

Many reports have described the effectiveness of stereotactic radiotherapy/stereotactic radiosurgery (SRT/SRS) for small brain parenchymal metastases (1). In contrast, few reports are available on SRT/SRS for spinal intramedullary metastases (2-6). The low tolerance of the spinal cord to radiation often limits the treatment dose in conventional external beam radiotherapy (cEBRT) to a level below the optimal tumor treatment dose, because radiation myelopathy can result in severe functional deficits (7). SRT with intensity modulated radiation therapy (IM-SRT) can concentrate a large dose on the target sparing the surrounding normal tissue (2). In this report, IM-SRT with volume modulated arc radiotherapy (VMAT) was performed for the intramedullary cervical spinal cord metastases (IMCSCM) in two cases. A single spinal lesion was successfully treated in each case without adverse effects. Our strategy with fractionated VMAT-SRT may be safe and effective for IMCSCM.
Patients and Methods:

This study was approved by the research ethics board of Aichi Medical University Hospital (2018-H128). The need for patient consent was waived.

Case 1. (figure 1.2) A 76-year-old woman suffered from left-sided motor weakness and left arm pain and dysesthesia due to IMCSCM at C[ cervical] 6-7 (located a little to the left laterally) with multiple small brain metastases from thyroid carcinoma. IMCSCM was treated by VMAT-SRT. In addition, the multiple brain metastases were successfully treated by SRS.

Case 2. (figure 3.4) A 48-year-old man presented with asymptomatic IMCSCM at C2 (located a little to the right laterally) after conventional whole brain radiotherapy (WBRT) and multiple sessions of SRT/SRS for multiple brain metastases from lung adenocarcinoma. IMCSCM was treated by VMAT-SRT.

In both cases 39 Gy in 13 fractions (without PTV [planning target volume] margin, D95% =95% dose) was delivered to the IMCSCM (0.3 ml and 0.5 ml in volume respectively) by coplanar 2-full circular arc VMAT using TrueBeam STx (Varian Medical Systems, Tokyo) equipped with ExacTrac (BrainLAB, Tokyo).

A head, neck, and shoulder thermoplastic shell was used for patient fixation during the treatment. The maximum dose to the tumor was 46.3 Gy in case 1 (figure 1) and 47.1 Gy in case 2 (figure 3). VMAT was planned on an Eclipse (equipped with AcurosXB version 11.0.31, Varian Medical Systems, Tokyo) workstation.

The IMCSCM was diagnosed from the magnetic resonance image (MRI) findings in both cases, and was observed as a well-demarcated, well-Gd [gadolinium]-enhanced mass lesion simultaneously developing with multiple brain parenchymal metastases. Oral administration of steroid continued from just before SRT until several weeks after it.

Figure 1. Dose planning for Case 1. Axial (upper left), sagittal (upper middle), and coronal (upper right) images of iodine enhancement computed tomography (CT) on Eclipse (Varian Medical Systems, Tokyo) radiotherapy planning system (RTPS) workstation showed excellent conformity for a C6-7 tumor by volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT), simultaneously with sparing of the surrounding normal spinal medulla. A boost up to 46.3 Gy was concentrated at the inside of the tumor around 6-7 as shown by the dose-volume histogram (DVH, lower). 100% dose=39 Gy in 13 fractions, D95%=95% dose.

Figure 2. Pre- and post-SRT of cervical spinal lesion in Case 1. Pre-SRT and post-SRT MRIs of cervical spinal lesion. Axial (left upper) and sagittal (left upper) view of gadolinium (Gd) enhanced magnetic resonance images (MRIs) before stereotactic radiotherapy (SRT). Axial (right upper) and sagittal (right upper) view 32 months after SRT. A spinal intramedullary lesion (arrows) at the level C6-7 vertebra shrank within two months after VMAT SRT. The tumor remained shrunken (arrowheads) until the last imaging follow-up on axial (right upper) and sagittal (right upper) view 32 months after SRT before the patient’s death at 34 months after SRT from lung metastasis.
RESULTS

IMCSCM in both cases shrank markedly without any adverse effects during the follow-up period of 32 months in case 1 (figure 2) and 8 months in case 2 (figure 4). The symptoms of the bilateral legs and the left upper extremity in case 1 were fully relieved until the patient's death at 34 months after SRT from lung metastasis. No symptoms due to IMCSCM developed during the follow-up period of 8 months in case 2, though back pain due to bone metastasis was present.

Case 1 developed small brain metastases repeatedly during her remaining lifetime. Totally 33 brain lesions were treated in five sessions of SRS (9, 10, 1, 6, and 7 lesions respectively; D95=100%dose=22 Gy) and all were controlled until the patient's death. Case 2 also developed multiple brain metastases repeatedly. Totally 31 small brain metastases were treated by SRS (D95=95%dose of 22 Gy or D100=100% dose=15-18 Gy) in 7 times (1, 2, 2, 1, 3, and 19 tumors respectively) and WBRT (30 Gy in 10 fx.) before the cervical VMAT-SRT. In addition, after the cervical VMAT-SRT, surgical resection of the left frontal brain lesions, which were causing epilepsy, was performed and later 7 small brain metastases were treated by SRS (D100=100% dose=18 Gy). Subsequently all of these brain lesions remained stable until the end of the follow-up period.

DISCUSSION

Intramedullary spinal cord metastasis is a rare entity lacking well-defined treatment guidelines in spite of its rising incidence (8). The majority of patients newly developing it have a brain metastasis and a known primary elsewhere (9). Pain and weakness are the usual symptoms at presentation (8). It should be considered in patients with a known malignancy developing a new sensory or motor deficit, especially if the symptoms are unilateral.

SRT/SRS needs an accurate technique to safely concentrate radiation on the target. TrueBeam equipped with ExacTrac system uses X-ray image analysis to correct patient position before each treatment session. A spinal lesion is accurately targeted after localization of the spinal bone structures. Some reports have noted successful results of SRT/SRS for spinal...
metastases, but most describe only spinal bone metastases \(^{(10-13)}\). Only a few reports have focused on the results of SRT/SRS for spinal intramedullary metastases \(^{(2-6)}\).

SRT/SRS is an effective treatment option in the management of selected patients with spinal bone metastases. Prospective and retrospective clinical data have demonstrated excellent long-term local control, pain relief, and reduced severity of symptoms \(^{(10-13)}\). When the spinal bone tumor extends into the epidural space, underdosing of the epidural tumor to respect the dose constraint of the adjacent spinal cord may be responsible for an increased risk of local failure within the epidural space \(^{(14)}\). Recent reports discuss slightly higher doses than those previously recommended in consideration of the thecal sac/ cord constraints. Previously, for example, Garg \textit{et al.} \(^{(15)}\) reported that a spinal dose of 0.01 cu cm of 10 Gy was safe. Recently, a maximal spinal cord dose constraint of 14 Gy was associated with an acceptably low rate (0.4%) of myelopathy \(^{(16)}\). They delineate the spinal cord by intrathecal contrast medium-enhanced CT myelography. More recently, Ghia \textit{et al.} \(^{(10)}\) reported that the spinal cord D\([\text{max}]\) as a 0.01 cu cm volume of MRI-defined spinal cord might be a cord constraint. Regarding intramedullary spinal cord metastases, individual circumstances differ greatly, because normal medulla parenchyma surrounds the target tumor totally. However, the tumor is often found before reaching a large size, because it causes neurological symptoms very early in the course involving the spinal medulla or nerves. This may provide a chance to treat it in a pinpoint fashion. In our cases the tumors were very small.

There have been few reports on SRS/SRT in intramedullary spinal cord metastases. Endo \textit{et al.} \(^{(17)}\) reviewed reports of conventional EBRT for intramedullary metastases, and found that a total dose of 25 to 40 Gy improved patient symptoms in 84.2% (116 of 191). Shin \textit{et al.} \(^{(2)}\) reported treatment results of spinal SRS for intramedullary metastases in six patients (six tumors). The treatment dose was 10-16 Gy. They noted that all but one of the tumors without imaging follow-up were controlled without any adverse effects. Parikh \textit{et al.} \(^{(3)}\) reported a case of C5 intramedullary spinal cord metastasis. The tumor was resistant to cEBRT of 30 Gy in 10 fractions. As a retreatment, CyberKnife SRT with a total dose of 15 Gy in three fractions (margin dose at 80% isodose line) successfully shrank the tumor and improved the patient’s symptoms until the end of the follow-up period of 26 months after SRT. Veeravagu \textit{et al.} \(^{(4)}\) reviewed their experience with CyberKnife SRS/SRT for 11 tumors in nine patients. They delivered 14 Gy to 27 Gy (median 21 Gy) in one to five (median 3) fractions. They noted no recurrence or worsened neurological deficits during the follow-up period of one month and two days to 14 months. Mori \textit{et al.} \(^{(5)}\) reported a case of IMCSCMs in C1 and C2. The C1 lesion was inside the field of the previous WBRT of 40 Gy in 20 fractions for multiple brain metastases while the C2 lesion was just outside the field. A total dose of 24 Gy (at 100% isodose) in eight fractions was delivered for C1 lesion and 36 Gy in 12 fractions (at 100% isodose) to the C2 lesion using a multi-circular cone collimator method. They described that both tumors were controlled until the patient’s death from primary lung carcinoma 10 months after SRT. The patient’s neurological symptom of mild ataxia was stable until his death. We previously published a preliminary report of Case 1 with a shorter follow-up period \(^{(6)}\).

We employed a conservative dose and more numerous fraction schedule, to spare the spinal cord from injury. In the present cases, VMAT-SRT was performed for a spinal lesion entirely surrounded by normal spinal medulla. Arc radiation delivery of VMAT is thought to be better than static multi-beam, because of the lower likelihood of an increased dose area beside the target. A total dose of 39 Gy in 13 fractions is almost equivalent to 50 Gy in 25 fractions for spinal tolerance. A 3-Gy fraction schedule was adopted because fractionation with a reasonable treatment period would help enhance tolerance of the surrounding spinal medulla without exceeding the dose to the medulla just beside the tumor caused by tumor shrinkage in the case of a longer treatment period. Around the tumor border and surrounding spinal medulla a total...
dose of 95% of 39 Gy in 13 fractions was delivered. Simultaneously a greater boost dose up to 46.3 Gy (case 1) and 47.1 Gy (case 2) in 13 fractions was given to the interior of the tumor. Boost dose inside the tumor might contribute to quick shrinkage of the tumor. This strategy with a 'reasonable margin dose and more central dose' by VMAT is comparable to that using CyberKnife SRT by groups such as Parikh et al. (3), Though this is a report of only two cases, both tumors were successfully treated.

The tolerance dose (TD) to the spinal cord is usually quoted as 45 to 50 Gy in 2-Gy fractions, which is known to be TD 5/5, with 5% severe complication probability in five years (18). However, more recent studies that included large numbers of patients have shown that a more realistic TD 5/5 could be up to 60 Gy (19). Sahgal et al. (7) found that a dose of approximately 70 Gy or less, in a total maximum point dose normalized to a 2-Gy equivalent dose, was safe. Recently Park et al. (20) reviewed SRT/SRS for intramedullary spinal lesions. They summarized relatively low doses for the safe dose to a point within the thecal sac. They also mentioned that the decision to use higher doses must weigh the benefit of tumor control against the potential for radiation toxicity.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Despite the insufficient follow-up period is not long in case 2, VMAT-SRT was effective in controlling an IMCSCM in both cases. In case 1 IMCSCM had been thought to be a relatively radioresistant thyroid carcinoma metastasis. In case 2, IMCSCM was near the field of prior WBRT. However, both tumors were successfully treated without adverse effects by IM-SRT, and in case 1, it improved the patient’s symptoms during her remaining lifetime.
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